BBS ANNUAL REPORT 2015
MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
I am very pleased to present the Annual Report of BBS, 2015, which also incorporates the
Statutory Audit Accounts of 2015.
2015 was a challenging year for the BBS. Following a devastating earthquake in Nepal, BBS
sent its crew of reporters and cameraman to cover the disaster. BBS documented the disaster
areas and also sent a group of Radio staff to study and learn the roles and responsibilities of a
media house during disaster.
BBS continued to provide LIVE Broadcast of national events importance such as the Birth
Anniversary celebrations of His Majesty the Druk Gyalpo, Parliamentary Sessions, Thimphu
Drupchen and Tshechu, Paro Tshechu, Punakha Dromchoe and Tshechu, and National Day
Celebrations.
Like in the previous year, Nga-goe Dhendhur continued to draw the crowds, and the grand finale
of the second season was broadcast live on 21st February with the celebrations of His Majesty’s
birthday from Changlimethang. Druk Gi Soepoen also played an important role during the
celebrations of the Diamond Jubilee. The program promoted diverse culinary cuisine from all the
twenty Dzongkhags.
BBS covered almost all the events nationwide of the 60th Birth Anniversary Celebration of the
Fourth Druk Gyalpo. BBS broadcast Live the 11th November celebrations and other
entertainment programs following the day.
BBS also covered all the world cup qualifying matches both home and away matches, which
almost all the Bhutanese watched with enthusiasm. On the technical front, to minimize the
breakdown of transmissions, BBS continued to install new towers and build new stations in
various locations. The process of up-gradation of the lightings in the Television Production
Studio and the automation system for both the TV channels were implemented in 2015. BBS
News and Current Affairs continued to uncover issues from far flung areas and feature stories
and issues which were more representative. BBS continuous to remain committed to our
audience by providing quality News and Programmes.

TASHI DELEK!

Tshering Wangchuk
Managing Director
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Annual report of Bhutan Broadcasting Service for the year 2015

Bhutan Broadcasting Service (BBS) was launched on 11 November 1973, as Radio NYAB, by a
group of young volunteers belonging to the National Youth Association of Bhutan. In 1979
Radio NYAB was merged with the Information Department under the Ministry of
Communications.
BBS Television service was launched on 2 June 1999, coinciding with the Silver Jubilee
celebration of the reign of His Majesty the 4th King. BBS satellite service was launched on 20
February 2006.
Today, BBS Radio provides two channels, twenty four hours, seven days a week, one channel
features news and programming in three languages and the other channel is presented solely in
the national language Dzongkha. Similarly BBS Television provides two channels with one
includes twenty four seven educational and entertainment programmes and the other with daily
news and current affairs programmes for ten hours. BBS also provides LIVE telecast of
important events including National Parliament sessions, local religious festivals and election
proceedings.
Besides Radio and Television services, news and programmes are also available in the BBS
website http://www.bbs.bt BBS Radio services are available on FM, SW and satellite services.
BBS TV's signal can be received in the Asian Pacific and Southern Europe through INSAT.
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For nationwide coverage of news and programmes, reporters are posted at various locations
throughout the country with two Regional Bureaus at Kanglung and Gelephu. At present BBS
employs 316 regular and 10 contract staff. For access to BBS Radio and Television news and
programme, 27 FM/TV towers have been erected at different strategic location of the Country as
shown in the map below.

News and Current Affairs Department

A year in review, 2015: Channel 1 (BBS)
From Laya in Gasa to Tendruk in Samtse, and from Lhamoizhingkha in the Southwest to
Jomotshangkha in the Southeast, BBS has featured news and programmes from far-flung corners
of the country. It has always been a conscious effort of the newsroom editorial team to bring fair
and balanced news coverage, even from the remote areas.
In 2015, BBS news and current affairs continued to (un)cover issues from the rural areas. Our
camera journalists in the 13 Dzongkhags and the reporters in Kanglung bureaus travel to each
and every Gewog within their Dzongkhag, so that equal coverage can be afforded throughout
their territory.
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One of the notable coverage was the Pemaling village under Trashiyangtse Dzongkhag. The
village is a four-day journey on foot from the nearest motorable road in Bumdeling. BBS
documented the village and some of the sacred sites of Guru Rinpoche for the first time.
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NATIONAL EVENTS
2015 was an eventful year for the BBS, as the nation celebrated the 60th birthday of His Majesty
the Fourth King.
As a measure of our contribution, as a public service broadcaster, we endeavoured to document
His Majesty’s life in the selfless service of his people through the prism of our won guiding light,
gross national happiness.
The news and current affairs department produced, all in all, 20 plus programmes, most of them
documentaries and features, focusing on the pillars and the domains of GNH.
Our news reporters spread across the country documented the celebrations, big and small, the
year round, in the form of news reports, so that we may all participate in the celebrations as one
people.
News
The celebrations marking the 60th birthday were one of the major highlight of the year but even
otherwise it was an eventful year.
The BBS news gathered and broadcast over three thousand four hundred news stories, from the
mundane to the exciting, from the remote corners of the kingdom to the very heart of our capital
town, from the tragic to the most joyous.
As an answer to our observant critics, that the BBS news is Thimphu centric, during the year,
more than one thousand seven hundred news reports, roughly about fifty percent of the news
stories, originated from our districts, including some from our remotest and most far flung
gewogs.
In terms of the nature, more than one thousand three hundred or about a third of all our news
stories were issue based. It is not surprising –it is the responsibility of the news to bring issues of
national importance in the public domain so that they may receive the attention of the powers
that be, so that they may be resolved.
More than one thousand each were event based news stories and human interest stories. Our stats
only show that the BBS news is a healthy mix of the good, the bad and the ugly. It is not about
the ugly, not all the time.
Current affairs programming
While the news strives to keep the nation abreast of the developments, the current affairs serves
to provide a platform for public debate and discourse. It was no different in 2015.
Our current affairs producers organized a debate or a discussion on an issue of national
importance, almost on a daily basis. The current affairs team was also engaged in the live
coverage of the National Council sittings and also covering international guest visits.
Apart from the debates and discussions, the current affairs division produced on average ten
documentaries and magazine programmes every month.
News
Total news stories
News stories from the districts
News stories from the capital

3434
1680
1754
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Issue based news stories
Event based news stories
Human interest stories
Current affairs programmes
Talk shows
Feature programmes

1342
1036
1056
almost daily
10 monthly

INTERNATIONAL COVERAGES AND EVENTS
BBS has always been part of the official entourages when our leaders visit different countries.
Not only with the leaders but also on occasions when there are important events, which are of
interest to Bhutanese audience like sports, religion, and environment.
As the national broadcaster, BBS was also part of the Prime Minister’s delegation on numerous
occasions; visit to India( Jan 10-18 2015) , Vibrant Gujurat Summit, UNESCAP meeting in
Bangkok, Thailand, and the State Visit to Bangladesh to mention a few.
Challenges and constraints
.
The year 2015 wasn’t without challenges and constraints. The biggest challenge, as always, was
living up to the expectations of the general public, both in content and coverage. Almost all the
government agencies, public offices and even private enterprises wanted BBS to cover every
event that they held, whether the event was worth the coverage or not.
It is worth a mention here that every story or programme that appears on BBS is discussed and
debated in the editorial board meeting, consisting of no less than 10 people, including the
regional language editors. These editorial debates are an everyday routine.
.

Editorial Meeting in progress
The other challenge is the cost of covering the news and programmes. Gathering news is an
expensive business, not only for BBS but for every news organization around the world.
Although not a best form of gathering information many a times we had to request agencies to
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send us video footages and pictures because it was proving expensive for us to send a reporter
and camera person, especially when the events were held where we do not have our
correspondents.
On a major event, a minimum of 10 people have to be involved- technical, sound, camera,
lighting, producers/reporters, and anchors. The group becomes larger depending on the nature of
the coverage. Therefore, excluding the satellite and other related charges, the costs of covering
an event comes out huge.
Retaining good and capable professionals continues to remain a challenge as well. In 2015, a
few more senior experienced staff left the Organization. Reasons for leaving are complicated
and varied but attrition remains a challenge. Today, the average age in the newsroom is 30 years
old. This means that most of our professionals are young and in need constant guidance and
support.
Looking forward to the year 2016
Looking ahead, the year 2015 will be a special year for BBS. The BBS will join the Nation in
marking the 60th Birth Anniversary Celebrations for His Majesty the Fourth Druk Gyalpo.
Beginning 11th November 2014, BBS has covered series of news reports and programmes on the
Fourth Druk Gyalpo initiated by various agencies and the government. BBS has also plans to
initiate several discussion programmes to mark this auspicious year.
We have also begun discussions in preparation for the massive local government elections and
Thromdey elections taking place early next year. Plans are being made to send at least one
reporter to each and every Dzongkhag by the end of 2015.
Beginning 2015, BBS has developed a new approach called a ‘Mobile Bureau’. It has been
initiated so that all Dzongkhags and Thromdeys are given equal news coverage, from time to
time, based on their events and issues.
Although BBS has presence in 14 dzongkhags, 13 of the Dzongkhags are manned by single
camera journalists. During the annual bureau meeting held in October 2015, most of them shared
that it was very difficult for them to cover major and extensive stories owing to their lack of
technical capacity and resources. Therefore, this idea of mobile bureau, a team from the BBS
headquarters will help address this concern.
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THE YEAR 2015 FOR BBS 2
Bhutan is blessed with visionary Monarchs, and to pay tribute to the Monarchs and especially to
the Great Fourth for steering Bhutan successfully into the 21st century with His visionary concept
of Gross National Happiness. 2015 entered in history of Bhutan as a Diamond Jubilee of the
Great Fourth and BBS dedicated the year to our
visionary Monarch with Documentary numerous
programmes, Quiz and Talk shows, Debates, and Live
panel discussions to commemorate the 6oth Birth
Anniversary of His Majesty Jigme Singye Wangchuck,
the Great Fourth
The year was also marked as the reading year and
programmes, Music fillers and promos on reading was
broadcast throughout the year. A new Reality show titled Wai Lets Read was also launched in
the month of October and broadcast every Monday and Wednesday and concluded in December.
The participants were children and it was initiated to promote reading in Dzongkha our national
Language. The festive mood was further heightened when His Majesty the King announced
during the Great Fourth’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations at Changlimethang that a Gyalsey will
be born in February the following year.
Like in the previous year, Nga-goe Dhendhur continued to
draw the crowds, and the grand finale of the second season
was broadcast live on 21st February with the celebrations of
His Majesty’s birthday from Changlimethang. The third
season of the Ngagoe Dhendhur kicked off in the last week
of August from Thimphu Dzongkhag and the grand finale,
as in previous years, was scheduled on February 21st, the
following year during the celebration of His Majesty’s Birth
Anniversary.
Druk Gi Soepoen also played an important role during the
celebrations of the Diamond Jubilee. The winners of the first season were all called to the capital
to demonstrate their cooking skills. The diverse culinary cuisine from all the twenty Dzongkhags
were made available at the Centenary park at very affordable rates. The recording for the
Soepoen second season was also done together with Ngagoe Dhendur to cut down on the overall
cost.
Do You Know your Child? With the success of the first season, a second season was launched
with questions on the Monarchy and achievements of the Fourth King. About 39 episodes were
aired and due to popular demand from other Dzongkhags, the
team was sent to the Eastern region for recording of the 3rd
season. The show was also recognized as the best television
talk show of the year by the Annual Journalism Award 2015.
Similarly the Dzongkha version, Bhuzhi da Thuendrel was
equally popular. In the year 2015, 30 episodes were aired.
Numerous Documentaries related to Youth and Children
were also produced both in Dzongkha and English. With
almost 60 percent of Bhutan's population under the age of 25
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years and mostly influenced with popular western media and with limited budget, it was and still
is a real challenge to engage our children in our own culture, to make it relevant and even cool.
Believing in the universality of television shows, its reach and the way it can permeate life and
its overwhelming impact, we understand the importance to instill in our younger generation our
own local wisdom, culture and to guide the future generation to a path of modernization and
development with its roots firmly imbedded in bhutanese values. Bumchu, seemingly a light
hearted educational programme on the surface integrates subtle messages of moral and family
values and attempts to build a strong foundation for our youth, the future leaders of our country.
For a tree to grow strong and healthy the roots have to be firmly planted in the ground; this is the
inspiration behind this series. Bumchu represents the new generation, who are smart and
inquisitive. Bumchu was created to provide our youth, meaningful educational programmes that
not only appeal to the target
audience but also contain our own
local
wisdom
and
folktales.
Launched in 2015, a lot of children
already identify and look up to
Bumchu.
BBS and the Ministry of Education
collaborated on the nationwide
Rabjung Quiz programme. The
participants from the grassroots
representing their Dzongkhags are
the first of its kind and were also
dedicated to the Sixtieth Birth Anniversary Celebrations of the Great Fourth. Kherig Dhendhur,
the Inter College Debate Competition was also one of the most successful weekend programmes
of 2015. This programme was broadcast live from the Royal Institute of Management in the
months of September and October.
Super Spellers was replaced by Diamond Quiz and all the schools under Thimphu Dzongkhag
participated in this show. The show was aired from August till November every Sunday at 08:00
pm.
The Peling Tshechu from Wangdicholing, Bumthang, and Archery Finals from Gyelposhing,
Monggar are some of the LIVE broadcasts BBS carried out to commemorate the Diamond
Jubilee of the Great Fourth.
Druk Super Star season # 4 started from the third week of January and it went on till the end of
April. This reality show during the weekends is watched by all age groups according to
information gathered from social media. Further BBS also broadcast live another reality show,
Drukghi Drinchen Amai Sungkey from June till the end of September during weekends.
Apart from local and National football tournaments, Basketball, and Archery matches, Five
matches of Bhutan’s Away and Home games of the FIFA World Cup Qualification was
broadcast LIVE and also the 3 matches of the SAFF Championship where Bhutan also took
part was broadcast live. For the first time, BBS also broadcast LIVE the Bhutan Cricket T20
Cup finals from Pelkhil Higher Secondary School on 20th December.
As in past years BBS continued to broadcast Live, events of national importance such as the
Birth Anniversary celebrations of His Majesty the Druk Gyalpo, Parliamentary Sessions,
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Thimphu Drupchen and Tshechu, Paro Tshechu, Punakha Dromchoe and Tshechu, and National
Day Celebrations.
THE WAY FORWARD:
BBS2 will continue to focus on improving existing content while brainstorming for new content
so that our programmes remain relevant with the changing times. With the rest of the world
already into High Definition BBS has also taken the initial step by purchasing some of our
equipment with HD capabilities. We have begun to shoot selected programmes in HD with the
aim to penetrate the international broadcast market.
Viewers can also look forward to some new programmes which are presently at various stages of
production.
In conclusion, BBS 2 will continue to remain committed to our viewers through quality
programming that is both entertaining and educational in nature.
Marketing & Sales Division, TV 2
Marketing & Sales Division (MSD) under TV 2 Department continues to work towards
generating revenue for BBSC. Considering this mandate, MSD provides platform to the
Government Organizations, Non Government Agencies, Corporate Bodies, Business Entities and
Private Companies to articulate their commercial and non- commercial interest by creating audio
visual information. Further, MSD contemplates on two prominent areas – Image positioning and
Customer Relationship by delivering effective customer service.
In 2013 the revenue earning was over Nu. 54 million. However, 2014 saw a decrease in revenue
earning by almost 12 percent as compared to 2013. According to sales accounts 2014, the
revenue earning by MSD in the calendar year 2015 revealed slight decrease of about Nu. 72,488.
Therefore, indicating a marginal decrease in revenue generation by less than 1 percent as
compared to 2013.
COMPARATIVE REVENUE EARNINGS
REVENUE HEAD
JAN-DEC, 2015
JAN-DEC, 2014
JAN-DEC, 2013
Sales
19,860.00
65,150.00
Airing of ads Radio
1,311,475.65
2,383,050.75
1,677,909.75
Airing of ads TV
41,117,441.79
38,853,272.07
38,287,139.66
Dubbing Charges
29,720.00
840.00
Hiring Charges
114,192.00
152,400.00
236,717.62
Production
of
programs
3,509,818.94
5,336,994.50
11,530,291.86
Sale of DVD
187,540.00
194,300.00
Sale of programs
142,088.66
147,639.00
853,826.34
Sponsorship
1,005,000.00
221,469.20
1,360,000.00
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Surcharge (25%)
GRAND TOTAL

47,229,737.04

47,302,225.52

54,206,175.23

Although there is a increase in the production of programs compared to the previous year. The
decrease in revenue earning may be;
1. Increased private production houses participating in the competitive tendering process.
2. Decrease in sale of DVDs
3. Production of profile initiated by MSD for various organizations are used for next 3-5
years and requires only minor updates.
4. The decrease in sponsorship of events and programs.
Interesting to note is the entrance of new TV stations in the near future. The coming of private
TV stations will have major implication in the Bhutanese market. As a result, BBSC will lose its
de-facto brand image and its monopoly status in the broadcast market. Although the customer
base is increasing each year, the potential market in Bhutan given its small population is a huge
challenge that BBSC will face in the years ahead. For instance, BBSC could look back when
several Radio stations started operating in the market. Similarly, with the government
liberalizing TV licenses, the impact could be felt on airing of TV ads/commercials and PSAs.
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Radio Department 2015
2015 began with programmes themes, focusing on “Nation building” and build up to the
celebrations of 4th Druk Gyelpo’s 60th birth
anniversary celebrations. To mark the beginning of
4th Druk Gyelpo’s 60th birth anniversary
celebrations, a live radio quiz among Higher
Secondary Schools in Thimphu, was conducted on
11th November 2014. Radio then aired special
programmes in all four languages on the 11th of
every month during 2015.
November 11th 2015 week (the celebrations week) was filled with special programmes starting
5th November. 64 special programmes were produced and aired.
On the Nation building theme: encouraging reading habit, flower exhibition, clean Bhutan
initiatives, personalities with extraordinary services and curbing corruption was highlighted.
18 programmes were produced and aired
on “Nation building” theme.
By the mid-year, radio prepared a disaster
preparedness plan (cue sheet) and also
aired several programmes and awareness
messages. With partial financial support
from Unicef, Radio packaged 18 radio
programmes and 12 mini dramas on child
care, benefits of hand washing,
adolescent issues, maternal health and
social well being.
Producers in Merak, Radio Program on Aum Jomo Ku-khar
Parliament sessions were covered live by Television and Radio Channel-2.
To celebrate November 11th 2015, build up to the
occasion was started from 7th November thereby
producing and airing 54 special programmes.
The year came to an end with the celebration of
National Day. Special programmes were produced and
aired on 16th and 18th December. The main event in
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Paro was covered live by both radio channels.

S Language
l service
1 Dzongkha
Service
( 15 hours)
live
2 Tshangla
Service
(6 hours) live
3 Lhotsham
Service
(6 hours) live
4 English
Service
(4 hours) live

Programmes themes/genres produced (weekly)

No. of Programmes 2015

Buddhism, Namthar, Culture, Judiciary, Health, 40 (four weeks) + 12
Women, Farming, Youth, Children, environment, (five weeks)
Business magazine & Current Affairs
(in a month) 52
Buddhism, Culture, Judiciary. Health, Women, 32 (four weeks) + 12
Farming, Education Youth, Children &Current Affairs
(five weeks)
44
Health, Children, Women, Farming, Youth , Literary 20 (four weeks) + 12
discussions, Current Affairs
(five weeks)
32
Buddhism, Children, Women, Youth , Health , Issue 20 (four weeks) + 12
based discussions &Current Affairs
(five
weeks)
32
18 Radio (mini –dramas) on social wellbeing themes
160

(1 year)
Total Radio programmes in 4 languages+ ???? 160X12
special programmes (1 year)
1920

months

95% of radio programmes and well-being messages produced are in line with social value
objective. It is also the only medium to reach the people living in the far-flung rural areas.
THE WAY FORWARD:
In many rural homes, the radio is still valued. It still occupies the place of pride and in the
evenings, families still sit around, listening to the radio, exchanging pleasantries and small talk.
But things are changing now. Television is making inroads into our rural homes. Several villages
are getting electricity supply at a go. The transistor radio most likely won’t be seen sitting
perched on the window sill for
too long. In urban homes, the
radio has all but disappeared. Is
the radio then going to
disappear altogether from our
airwaves? It does sound
incredulous but it is unlikely. If
anything, it is likely to see a
resurgence,
though
the
listenership
and
listening
patterns would likely change.
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There are over four hundred thousand mobile subscribers. Each mobile phone, even the cheapest,
comes equipped with a radio. It is not uncommon to see young men and women going about
town with headphones jammed in their ear. They are listening to something and if the BBS could
provide what they are listening to, they would tune into the BBS radio.
With growing affluence, Bhutanese are buying thousands of cars every year, year after year.
Every car comes equipped with a radio. There are over one thousand commuters travelling
between Thimphu and Phuentsholing on any given day. Driving can be monotonous and tedious.
Our commuters would want to while away their time listening to news, music and programmes
on the radio. Public transport experts believe, in a few years time, office goers in Thimphu would
take more than one hour driving from Changjiji to the Tashichoedzong where most of the offices
are located. As they sit in their car, struck in the endless traffic jam, the BBS radio could come to
their rescue, providing them timely news, music, programming and information on the weather
and road conditions.
The BBS radio must change and adapt to the changing times and changing needs of the public.
It may also want to tap into the growing number of university and high school graduates, joining
the job market every year. Most of them would get a job, buy a car, get married and move on
with life. They are a huge listenership for the BBS radio. What is their taste in music like? What
would be their lingua franca? French? What information would they need?
If their preferred choice of language is English, the BBS radio may want to consider starting a
24/7 radio channel in English.
As a true public service broadcaster, the way forward for the BBS radio, would be decided by the
public and their changing tastes and information needs.
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Engineering Department
A. Transmission
The Engineering Department has put more emphasis on standardizing the transmission station
infrastructure for the last few years. The Engineering Department has faced many transmission
breakdowns in various parts of the country. Most of the rural people of Bhutan depend on BBS
terrestrial transmission network for both radio and TV for any news, information, entertainment
and education. The public has become use to with BBS FM/TV signal, therefore with sudden
breakdowns of transmission network they immediately complain to BBS.
Before 1999, BBS had only radio service.
The radio signal was transmitted by short
wave with 50KW transmitter. In late
1990s, an FM network was set up by the
DANIDA project. With the introduction of
TV in 1999 the terrestrial network got
expanded within due course of time. Till
2012, BBS had only one TV and one radio
channel. Beginning of 2012, TV-2 was
launched and a year later in February
2013, 2nd radio channel was added into
the BBS network. At this moment BBS
have two TV channels and two radio
channels within our transmission network.
It was realized that without proper
infrastructure like a power system, backup power, tower, shelter and a lightning protection
system at the transmission site, BBS cannot give continuous FM/TV service to the public. There
is frequent power fluctuation and it is often cut off due to the natural calamities like rain, snow,
wind, etc. which causes frequent transmission break down.
a. New prefabrication shelter: Due to the various reasons as stated briefly above, engineering
department has carried out an exercise to standardize the transmission station’s infrastructure.
After the standardization of the infrastructure, the
Engineering Department has built eight prefabrication
shelters for the transmission equipment in the same
place where BBS had formerly built small houses
before. The reason was that due to the increase in
radio and TV channels the old houses could not
accommodate all the necessary equipment.
Prefabrication shelters were built in the following
places;
1. Saureni, Samtse (Old station)
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2. Darla, Chukha (Old station)
3. JJ peak, Paro (Old station)
4. Gongpong, Zhemgang(Old Station)
5. Kilkela, Bumthang (Old Station)
6. Pongchula, Mongar (Old station)
7. Zorchen, Tashiyangtse (Old station)
8. Khebisa, Dagana (New station)
b. New BBS towers: BBS has built three
new towers to increase coverage. BBS is
using the Tashi cell and BT towers where
ever it is possible and these towers are
also per our standard. New towers have
been built in the following places by
BBS;
1. Dorokha, Samtse (New tower)
2. Kamji, Chukha (New tower)
3. Surey, Sarpang ( New tower)
c. New Stations: For the year 2014-2015, BBS has increased the coverage by adding seven
new stations by end of June, 2015. The new stations are;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bangtar, Samdrupjongkhar
Pangbang, Zhemgang
Dorokha, Zamtse
Damji, Gasa
Khebisa, Dagana
Lungselgang,Surey,Sarpang
Kamji, Chukha

d.

Lighting protection system: Through the JICA
project, BBS received a grant for lighting protection
systems for twenty transmission stations. The lighting
protection systems have been installed in all twenty
stations around the country.

e.

Digital road map: For the digital road map BBS is
being represented by Mr. Sherub Tharchen, Chief
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Engineer and Mr. Ngawang Dorji, Transmission Manager. The digital road map core
group is working and submitted the draft report to the Ministry of Information and
communication. Department of Information and Media (DOIM) under Ministry of
Information Communication who is leading this project. Ministry felt that we need to
study more detail on the digital migration and the core group is studying feasibility of
having DTH system in Bhutan which is much cost effective than terrestrial digital
migration.

B. STUDIO
a. LED lighting: The old Television Production Studio (TPS) had installed the conventional
lighting system in 1999. Now all the equipment has become very old and has started
malfunctioning and more over it is very expensive for maintenance as the spare parts of
these conventional have gone obsolete. Another disadvantage is that this lighting system
consumes more power as it has got more heat dissipation. All our reality shows are taking
place in this studio and it was felt that we need to install a very reliable lighting system.
One of the main revenue generations for BBS is from the reality show. Lighting is very
essential in the studio like this. After through study we have found out that the LED
lighting system is the latest technology for the television studio. The LED lights have the
advantage of consuming less power than the halogen lamps. The power consumption of
LED is about 80% less than the halogen lamps. It is maintenance free and it has a much
longer life span than the halogen lamps. Therefore, BBS has installed the LED lighting
system in the TPS studio to have better lighting facility during the reality shows and the
project was completed by end of June, 2015.
b. Studio cameras: The TPS studio cameras are very old studio and gives lots of problem.
Those cameras are in use since the operational of the TPS studio. TPS is the only studio
where the reality shows are happening and felt that we need new cameras. Therefore, we
have installed four new studio cameras which are capable of HD which is not possible with
the old cameras. We could install in two phases, last year two numbers and these year two.
Now TPS is fully equipped with new studio cameras.
C: AUTOMATION
1. BBS use WASP 3D for the automation graphics for both the channels. The machines
were installed in 2007 for the NCAD channel. These machines were operating on
Windows XP. The Windows XP operating system is considered obsolete by the
Microsoft Company and the OS is causing problems for our computers. The graphics for
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Channel 2 employs a 2010 model. Both the channels are working with different versions
of our graphics program. This problem is really inconvenient for the users as well as for
the maintenance staff. Therefore, management decided to upgrade the graphics machine
for both the channels in one platform operating software.
2. BBS has upgraded to the latest version on using the Windows 7 operating platform for
both the channels so that it will be convenient for the operators as well as for
maintenance. This up gradation was completed and made fully functional by the end of
June, 2015.
3. Put all computer to centralize Domain System: we have recently purchased the license
copy of windows 2012 server and now we are actively adding computers to domain
system so that we can centrally control the computers and have proper inventory of
computers in our network-done
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Following table shows stations details around the country that have FM/TV stations.
BBS transmission station details
SL Name
of Dzongkhag
TV channels FM
frequencies Remarks
station
(Mhz)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Dopchula
Sangaygang
Jabjipeak
Jamtoegonpa
Khujula
Dungkarling
Surey
Gyompong
Pangbang
Kikela
Ponchula
Thrima
Ngalamdung
Dungkhar
Yangneer
Khentong mani
Wamrong
Zorchen
Tsenkharla
Chophugonpa

21

Thongphu

22

Yongla

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Darla
Kamji
Saureni
Dorokha
Bangtar
Damji
Darjay Drangra
Sherpa drangra
Khebisa
Bubja

Thimphu
Paro
Haa
Wangdue
Sarpang
Zhemgang
Bumthang
Mongar
Lhuntse

Ch 9 & 11
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 9 & 11
Ch 9 & 11
Ch 9 &11
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 9 & 11

BBS1
88.1
96
93
96
96
96
88.1

BBS2
90
98
92
98
98
98
90

93
96
88.1
93

98
98
90
92

Tashigang

Ch 5 & 7
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 9 & 11

Tashiyangtse
Pemagatshel

88.1

90

96

98

96

98

TV 150w, FM 500w

93

90

FM 500w
TV 150w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w

Ch 9 &11
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 5 & 7

Chukha

Ch 5 & 7

96

98

Samtse

Ch 5 & 7
Ch 9 & 11
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 5 & 7
Ch 9 & 11
Ch 5& 7
Ch 5 & 7

96
93
96
93
88.1

98
90
92
92
92

93
96

98
98

S/Jongkhar
Gasa
Tsirang
Dagana
Trongsa
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TV 1kw, FM 500w
TV300w, FM 500w
TV /300w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 1kw, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 150w, FM 500w
FM 500w
TV 300w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 300w
TV 300w
FM 500w
TV 300w
TV 300w

TV 1kw, FM 500w
TV 300w
TV 300w, FM 500w
TV 300w, FM 500w
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FM coverage as of now

TV coverage as of now

THE WAY FORWARD:
1. For the year 2016, BBS will try to build another three stations. The station will consist of
prefebication shelter, tower, fencing, TV and FM transmitters, extension of power line, AC
and ventilation, etc. which would increase BBSC signal coverage in both radio and
Television. Tentatively the station will build in the following places:
a. Tendu, Bhara gewog, Samtse
b. Khandu Phung, Singkhar lawri Gewog, Daifam, Samdruphjongkhar
c. Nubi gewog, Trongsa
2. Relocation of JJ peak station to Paro and Chukha Dzongkhag in the appropriate location
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3. 3 HD cameras, HD monitors, Deck,wavefrom monitor, cables, communication sytem and
other accessories for the OB van(NHK OB)as the present Hitachi cameras are very old.

Administration and Finance Department
For the Human Resource and Administration
Department, 2015 was an extremely challenging
year. The department was reduced to a division
after the superannuation of the then General
Manager, Ashok Moktan. With the 7.8 magnitude
earthquake that hit Nepal and the mass destruction
it caused, the AFD was focused on being prepared
for disasters.
With no dedicated HR funds foreign travels were
minimized and could only afford to send people to
attend workshops, meetings and co production
series which were funded by Asia Pacific
Broadcasting Union (ABU), Asia Pacific Institute of
Broadcasting Development (AIBD),
Indian
Embassy in Bhutan, Netherlands Government, and
Radio Netherlands Training Centre (RNTC) etc.
56 employees attended various trainings, seminars,
workshops and conferences outside the country
while many employees were trained in-country in
various areas of programme production, reporting,
script-writing, media management and media ethics
among others. Journalists from other media agencies
and officials from relevant government agencies also participated in some of the in-house
trainings.
There is no dedicated fund allocated for any
type of training and tours abroad, the office
nevertheless managed to attend the following
trainings, workshops in country and abroad;
Most of these trips are fully or partially funded
by the sponsors.

List of training and workshops attended by BBS staff:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Asian Side of Doc, Xiamen, china April 22-23 ,2015
ABU General Assembly Meeting in Istanbul ,Turkey from 24th Oct till 31 Oct 2015
AIBD GENERAL ASSEMBLY , August 18-20,2015,Chiang Mai
12th Asia Media Summit from 26 – 28th May 2015 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Travelling to Kolkata to get the annual accounts signed form 24th to 29th April 2015.
AIBD/RTI-SAPPRFT/RNTC regional Workshop on how to make an impact with every
programme, Nov 30-Dec 15, 2015, Beijing China.
7. Co-Production Meeting for Baby on the Way 15-21 November,2015
8. Study visit to RAPA ,Korea 16-22 November 2015
9. Attachment with Thai PBS in Bangkok , Nov 2015
10. Sri Lanka Pilgrimage from 14-23rd June 2015
11. BBS Training on basic radio production from 3rd till 14th Nov here in BBS
12. Facts and Formats training in Netherlands from 30 March – 20 April 2015.
13. UN Leadership Programme (IVLP) , New York, Aug 15-Sept 4, 2015
14. Japan Prize,Tokyo, Japan , 18-23 Oct, 2015
15. Study tour to India(Indian Embassy) 3-10 May, 2015.
16. Nepal as apart of disaster relief team, Bhutan from 27th april-19th May 2015
17. South /Asia Economic Conclave ,29th September 2015
18. International Media training ,TRT,7-14 December, 2015
19. Study tour to Pakistan, 14-23rd June,2015
20. Asia Pacific TV Producers workshop,Tokyo,Japan.19-22 October,2015
21. Programme Recording of International Film Festival. 18-24 November, 2015.
22. ABU Digista 1st Producers meeting,22-23rd April. Hanoi, Vietnam
23. TCTP training Indonesia, (JICA) Aug 2-29, 2015.
24. Broadcast Asia June 2-5,2015
25. Basic skill development for broadcast technician in STIT, India from May 26th till 6th
June
26. Induction course at STIT, Delhi Oct5-Nov 1, 2015.
27. Media Workshop for Women and Sports, Doha Qatar, 15-16 May.
28. Cover event - 1st Nagi Pokhari Tourism and organic festival from 31st Dec to 2nd Jan
2015 in Sikkim, India
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Royal Civil Service Commission medal recipients of BBS, 2015.
In 2015 , total of 17 BBS staff received the Royal Civil Service Award Medals, out of which 1
received silver medals for serving more than 20 years and sixteen received bronze for serving
more than ten years in BBS. The medal were awarded by the managing director on 10th
December 2015.
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